
Exit but not entry strokes
So far this book has not commented on the many different handwriting models in use in our primary schools.
The only factor mentioned has been the advantage of separate letters with exit strokes over the straight, abrupt
letters of print script. However, recently there has been a fashion for reverting to using entry strokes such as is
still taught in America. You can see below what happens if anyone who has been taught to use entry strokes
takes a pen lift in the middle of a long word, something that is necessary with modern writing implements. Here
letters that join from the top like ‘o’, ‘r’, ‘v’ and ‘w’ are not meeting up with letters that start on the baseline.
The last letter of the letter sequences looks like a bad join from an ‘a’ but is actually ‘ori’.

Apart from being more complex to learn it must be more time consuming to write the extra stroke. The only
argument in its favour is that it is good for those with complex learning difficulties to start every letter on the
baseline. For that reason alone all other pupils are disadvantaged. It certainly is not an aid to joining up, and it
is easy for nearly everyone to understand that all letters start at the top except ‘e’ and ‘d’.

The samples below are from relatively mature writers. The first one is faking the entry strokes and must have
come from a very strict school where there was criticism for anyone who did not follow the school model – or he
or she just thinks it clever. The last writer was delighted to be rid of his entry strokes, and you can sense it in his
script.
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This page shows why letters with entry strokes are inefficient and only lead to trouble. It is a pity that they are still taught.
Some letters finish at the base line; these will join to entry strokes. Other letters finish at the top; this is where it all goes
wrong.

An entry stroke.

Inefficient entry strokes that do not flow or join
properly.

Entry strokes gone mad. This says ‘you ever run
in’ and ‘meet’.

It is never easy to change a writing habit. This pupil discards entry strokes then can enjoy efficient top joins.

Entry strokes pull bad writing even more out of
shape.

An exit stroke. A high exit joins. An entry stroke overlaps. Confusion when they touch.




